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EWU World Cup unifies
pages 6-7

Eastern Washington University

Upcoming concerts in
the Music Building Recital Hall: The choral
and vocal jazz concert
will be May 29 at 7:30
p.m. The Brass Extravaganza will be May 30
at 7:30 p.m. The string
concert will be June 4
at 5 p.m. The percussion solo and esemble
night will be June 5 at
7:30 p.m.
The choral and orchestra concert will be June
1 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Showalter Auditorium.
The EWU Symphony
Orchestra Concert will
be June 1 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Showalter Auditorium.
"Coyote on a Fence,"
the 2013 EWU theatre
senior capstone production, is showing June 7
and 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the
EWU Theatre.
The concert jazz ensemble will be performing in Couer d' Alene
Park in Browne's Addition, Spokane for Art
Fest on June 2.
2013-2014 English department scholarships
are available for upcoming seniors, with a grade
point average of 3.5 or
higher. The deadline
for both the Harold and
Verna Kleiner Scholarship and The Ralph
Tieje Scholarship is
June 13. To fill out an
application form, visit
http://www.ewu.edu/financialaid.
The last ASEWU student council meeting
will be on June 16 from
4:30 to 5 p.m. in the
PUB Fireside Lounge.
The last ASEWU work
session is on June 4
from 4 to 5 p.m.
You can support the
Oklahoma tornado response by texting REDCROSS to 90999 to give
$10. Donate money or
find out here to donate
blood online at http://
redcross.org/donate
The commencement
ceremony for the class
of 2013 is June 15 at
Roos Field. There will be
two ceremonies, one at
9 a.m. and another at
2 p.m.
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Patterson Hall doors
will open winter 2014

Project nine
months ahead
of schedule
By Libby Campbell

senior reporter
libbyrcampbell@gmail.com

The long-awaited renovation of Patterson Hall is
expected to be completed
by January 2014, nine
months ahead of schedule.
Students who have
only been on campus for
a couple years will not
remember the dimly lit
hallways or asbestos-laden
structure of the old Patterson Hall, which was built
in 1970.
The renovation will add
30,000 square feet of new
office wings on three sides
of the building. Approximately 105,000 square feet
of classroom space will be
updated.
The $56 million project
was able to move ahead of
schedule because the contractor chosen to complete
the final phase of the renovation was the same one
who had completed the
previous phases.
“Because he was already here and because
he knew the project, we
didn’t have to wait for one
contract to finish before
the next one could start,”
said Jim Moeller of Construction and Planning.
The majority of the renovation inside the building
will be completed by August. Between August and
when the building opens
for use in January 2014,
many finishing touches
need to be installed, such
as heating and ventilation,
a fire alarm system, security cameras and audio and
visual technology in the
classrooms.
The new building will
be LEED certified gold,
meaning it will meet certain criteria for sustainability.
“Gold means you took
every available opportunity and capitalized on
it,” Moeller said. “Most
of the things that make
it a LEED building you
would never see and are
not aware of.”

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
All four entrance walkways will use lost energy to heat walkways during the winter

A cutting-edge ventilation system that uses
fresh air is one way the
building will be green,
but classrooms will also
feature the latest cuttingedge technology.
“The classrooms are
going to be spectacular,”
Moeller said.
He said dry erase
boards on three to four
of the walls, large projector screens, lapel microphones for instructors
and tables and chairs that
roll around and nest together for optimal movement are just a few of the
upgrades students and
faculty can expect.
There will be four
computer labs: one tech
fee lab similar to the one
currently on the third
floor of the PUB, one
especially for students
studying modern languages and English as
a second language and
two classroom laboratories. The classroom labs
will feature tables with
retractable computers so
the rooms can be used for
instruction with or without computers, a feature
not found anywhere else
on campus.
A forensics lab and
mock trial room will

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
The atrium ceiling is located on the south side of Patterson
hall.

also be found in Patterson, giving students the
chance to work on crime
scene
investigations.
Currently students complete this sort of work
at the Spokane County
Sheriff’s Department.

Other features include
a snow melt system in the
sidewalks and a threestory atrium with a skylight that shines light
throughout the building.
Patterson-page 2

Gayton facing charges in Cheney,
case not pursued in Spokane
By Jane Martin

news editor
easterner.news@gmail.com

Use your Q-R Code
reader to visit our site
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Charges
were
filed
against Chandler Gayton,
a former football player at
EWU, on May 2, according
to Cheney Prosecutor Julie
McKay.
McKay said that the
charges she filed are for two
counts of fourth degree assault and one count of unlawful display of a weapon.
She added that fourth degree assault “creates or intends to create fear of bodily
harm,” and that this would

fall into the category of a
gross misdemeanor.
The Spokane County
prosecutor’s office dropped
Gayton’s case last year before it went to court, despite
a recommendation from
Cheney Police to pursue
felony second-degree assault
charges. Gayton was arrested for allegedly displaying
a gun near police officers in
downtown Cheney on May
11, 2012, according to police
records.
In an interview this February, Spokane County
Prosecuting Attorney Steven
Tucker said that he made the

final decision to decline the
referral of the second degree
assault charge after he and
his colleagues closely reviewed the arresting officers’
reports as well as the surveillance footage of the incident.
“We didn’t feel that an assault occurred,” said Tucker.
“[Gayton] never actually
pointed the gun at the officers.”
Jeffery Robinson, Gayton’s defending attorney,
said that he would be asking
for a quick trial. Robinson
also said that he would be
filing a motion in response
to two of the three charges

against his client. However,
at press time, the Cheney
Municipal Clerk’s Office had
not yet received any motions
from Robinson.
Robinson said that he was
disappointed upon receiving
notification of the charges
filed against Gayton. “I don’t
think it’s fair,” he said. “Did
he make mistakes in his actions that night? Yes, but that
is not the question. The question is ‘Is he a criminal?’”
Gayton’s
preliminary
hearing is set for June 7,
2013 at the Cheney Municipal Court, according to
court records.

Medical
Marijuana
answers
foggy at best
By Galen Rock

staff wrter
galen.rock@gmail.com

Come June 1, Washington
will be only six months out
from being one of two states
that has legalized marijuana for
recreational use.
There are still many questions, however, that need to be
answered, including what to do
with those who use marijuana
for medical purposes and are
in possession of a medical, or
“green,” card or form.
More questions arise when
put in context with university
policy here at EWU. If a student
is caught on EWU premises
with marijuana but produces
a valid medical card, are there
any different penalties or even
an entirely different protocol
for that student?
Yes and no. According to the
Student Conduct Code on Violations, use, possession, distribution, manufacture or sale of
drug paraphernalia or illegal
drugs, including marijuana and
other controlled substances is
prohibited except as authorized
by federal or state law.
Being under the influence
of a controlled substance is
also prohibited while on property owned or operated by the
university, except when legally
prescribed by a licensed medical practitioner.
The EWU police department
and the Office of Student Rights
and Responsibilities both stated that they deal with medical
marijuana on a case-by-case basis. But students cited by EWU
police would still have to deal
with OSSR and possible criminal repercussions if the card is
not valid.
This is the grey area that
some students do not understand. Marijuana is still illegal
at the federal level, and the
school, as well as the individual
student, could run the risk of
losing federal funding by way
of the Drug-Free Workplace
Act of 1988 and the Drug-Free
Schools and Communities Act
Amendments of 1989.
Washington state law has
recognized, though, that marijuana does have practical use.
According to Chapter 69.51a
RCW, there is medical evidence
that some patients with terminal or debilitating medical conditions may, under their health
care professional's care, benefit
from the medical use of cannabis. Some of the conditions for
which cannabis appears to be
beneficial include, but are not
limited to, nausea, vomiting and
cachexia associated with cancer, HIV-positive status, AIDS,
hepatitis C, anorexia, and their
respective treatments, severe
muscle spasms associated with
multiple sclerosis, epilepsy and
other seizure and spasticity disorders, according to the Washington state legislature.
Although there is a practical
medical use, Detective Quincy
Burns of the EWU Police Department says there are still a
number of requirements that
law enforcement have to go
through in order to validate that
someone has medical exemptstatus.
You have to be 18 years old
and recommended by a certified
medical practitioner, which includes many forms of primary
Marijuana-page 4
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nature around campus
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Patterson:
continued from front

The new Patterson Hall
will be very student friendly, according to Moeller,
with lounges and quiet
work areas.
“We have probably 25
different places for students to hang out that will
accommodate over 100 students. A lot of jaws are going to drop when they go
into this building,” he said.
Moeller said Patterson
will now be a place students can go to study or
meet with faculty.
“The hangout spot at
the PUB involves food and
conversation. The library

involves the computer and
the printed resources. Patterson’s the place where
you’re going to want to be
quiet and be accessible to
your faculty.”
Eight departments will
have their offices housed in
Patterson. Currently, many
of them have interim office
space in places such as Reid
Elementary or the basement
of Hargreaves Hall.
Since many faculty members currently share cubicle
space, they will be pleased
to know their new offices
will feature doors, functional
windows and a bookcase.
“This is a building
you don’t want to leave,”
Moeller said. “It’s going to
be really nice.”

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
Tim Raver, project manager, walks past the new heating and cooling systems located in the basement of Patterson Hall.
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Film professor prepares Construction begins on
for retirement, writing larger recycling center
By Jake Kershinar
staff writer
jgkersh@gmail.com

After 22 years of teaching at Eastern, film professor
Thomas Mullin is retiring.
Mullin has been at Eastern
since 1991, and is a published
writer and has also written
and directed documentaries
for PBS.
Mullin received a master's
and bachelor's degree in theatre in 1976 from the University of Wyoming and was the
head of television and film at
the University of Wyoming.
He has also worked with
documentaries on the state of
television in the 1980s for PBS
and has written for Cineaction, a film based magazine,
about the concerns and depictions of violence in films.
Mullin has been the recipient of multiple awards from
the university, including the
Edmund J. Yarwood Award,
receiving it each year from
2000 through 2002 and again
from 2004 through 2012.
“[The awards] were not
for anything specific. Some
student [I had] just turned
out well,” he said.
Mullin said he has made
an effort in his time of teaching to always be honest with
his students and to be as
blunt as he possibly could.
“I learned that teaching is
a lot like directing,” Mullin
said. “There’s a strange similarity in the roles. It’s really

the same goal when you’re
trying to organize television
and film. I learned never to
underestimate how creative
students can
be and that
there is almost an endless supply
of vision out
there,
and
that’s exciting. I never
Mullin
ceased to be
amazed.”
Mullin also said that he
has been taught by his students over the years through
their work.
“Any time people are creating art, you are learning
from them,” he said. “You
are seeing how other humans
experience things.”
After his long career at
Eastern, Mullin has seen
many students come and go
but has managed to touch
many lives while instructing.
Junior Kendra Ann Sherrill said that professor Mullin has been one of the best
things that have happened to
her film education.
“I will always appreciate how honest he was
with us,” Sherrill said. “If
our film was not up to par,
he would let us know right
away. On the other hand, if
you had a really fine film,
he would make sure you
knew how much he thought
so. It's really great to have
such an honest and objec-

tive viewpoint to trust in the
evaluation of your film.”
“Tom [Mullin] didn't
sugarcoat things for us. If
our writing wasn't good,
he made sure we knew it,”
said 2010 graduate Camille
Troxel. “He wanted you to
find the story, not necessarily just the plot.”
Not only has professor
Mullin influenced past and
present students, but he has
influenced other professors
as well.
Professor Pete Porter,
also in the film department,
arrived at EWU in the fall of
2004 and met Mullin in the
summer of the same year.
“We have a tight-knit
department,” Porter said.
“Our classes are interlocked,
so [Mullin and I] are always
talking about what’s working and what isn’t working
in class, so he’s been an invaluable colleague.”
Porter also said that
Mullin is always willing
to share his knowledge of
the university and teaching
with him.
“He’s always forthcoming with advice and always
has ideas about what can
improve in a teaching approach,” he said.
After he retires at the
conclusion of this quarter,
Mullin said that he is going to focus on writing he
has meant to do. Mullin also
said he would like to get
back into painting.

New complex sits behind P-12 expanded lot
By Lorna Hartman

staff writer
lorna.hartman@ucaa.org

By the time school starts
next fall, site preparations
will be complete for a new
recycling complex out behind the expanded P-12
parking lot.
Several companies submitted bids by the deadline
of May 15. After examining
the bids and checking with
the Department of Labor and
Industries, EWU has selected
Halme Construction to carry
out Phase I of the construction plans, according to Mike
Davis, construction project
manager at EWU.
Halme Construction has
worked with the City of
Spokane Water Department
and Lincoln County Public
Works, among other clients.
It is largely a family business, according to Vice President Jason Halme, with 45
employees and current annual revenues of $10 to $13
million.
Phase I includes construction of the P-12 parking lot
expansion as well as base
excavation for the recycling
center complex. Construction
of the recycling complex will
take place in Phase II, which
cannot be scheduled yet.
EWU is in the process of
giving signature documents

to Halme, and the construction contract should be fully
signed and executed this
week, according to Davis.
The project is expected to begin early in June.
“You’re going to see a
whole bunch of activity
out there,” said Davis. “It’s
going to require some significant large equipment to
move the [amount] of earth
that we want to move that’s
required by this project.”
Recycling Director Karen
Wichman said that the original recycling program here
at Eastern was developed
with little to no funding by
adding it into the duties of
the transportation supervisor. Former transportation
supervisor Dennis Hayes,
who recently retired, ran the
program. He was at Eastern
for about 23 years.
The current recycling facility is very small, according
to Wichman, who is looking
forward to the larger work
space. She is hoping for additional funding too. “I’m
hopeful that I will get a program support supervisor to
oversee the operation,” said
Wichman. “It’s a pretty big
operation.”
The square footage of the
new recycling facility has not
been determined yet. “It’s a
utility-type building, so it’ll
probably be a steel frame

with metal sides. So we have
some flexibility [on size],”
said Shawn King, associate
vice president for facilities
and planning.
According to Wichman,
students who work in the
recycling facility switch back
and forth between the tasks
of picking up recycling and
sorting it. They pick up recycling every day using a
rotating schedule of campus
buildings. The current recycling facility has several
large bins that students use
for sorting, and they sort 20
to 25 large bins per week.
Many locations do not accept glass now because there
are so many types of glass
and because broken glass
can contaminate whole containers. “We’re fortunate that
our recyclers in Spokane will
take glass,” Wichman said.
King said, “When this
project is complete, it will
give us the opportunity to recycle more. We’re kind of at
the limits of what we have in
a makeshift facility. ... We reduce our waste stream, save
the university money and
encourage a practice that we
want to enhance and grow.”
According to Davis, the
total cost of construction for
Phase I, with P-12 completion and site preparation for
the recycling facility, will be
$1,481,974.

Pride Center debates “Bat Boy” play
By Paul Sell

staff writer
p.robert.sell@gmail.com

Though many people who attended the EWU Theatre production
of “Bat Boy: The Musical” were left
with a good memorable experience,
other students believe that the production was not handled properly
and often came off as offensive.
This led to the Pride Center holding a debate on May 23 to discuss
the controversial issues surrounding
“Bat Boy: The Musical,” and the actions that should be taken toward the
play in the future.
The main issue that many of the
attendees had with the play revolved
around a scene in which one of the
main female characters is raped after
her coworker is exposed to pheromones that increase his sexual drive.
Angela Rak, the moderator of the
debate, said this controversy began
when the Scary Feminists on Eastern’s campus heard about this particular scene in the production and
spoke out about the subject of rape.
According to Rak, the Scary
Feminists believed that this scene
was feeding into rape culture and
making the female look helpless
during the act. This eventually
caused the group to openly protest the play and tell others to not
see the play.
Rape culture implies that men
constantly want sex and will
do whatever they need to get it,
which the Scary Feminists believe
is reinforced throughout the play
by the actions of the male character.
Over the course of the debate,
it was discussed whether or not

this scene acted as the Scary Feminists believed it did.
Fira Ballew, who attended the
debate and the play, pointed out
how the scene was used in the
context of the story where the
male was under the influence of
pheromones that he accidently
spilled, meaning neither party is
at fault.
Ryan Heath, a debate attendee,
believed moments like that in “Bat
Boy: The Musical” were meant to
invoke shock and awe in the audience rather than being offensive.
“They’re not trying to condone
[rape],” said Heath. “They’re just
doing it for the shock value.”
However, many of the attendees agreed that the scene was upsetting and could possibly set off
terrible memories for those who
have been raped or know someone who had gone through it.
Ballew believes that since expressive detail of the action was
not shown, the theater department should not remove that particular scene from the play, but
that they should warn the audience of it instead.
“While I may have problems
with the plot, I cannot censor it,”
said Ballew. “But they should warn
the audience.”
Many of the other attendees
agreed that it was going too far
to say that no one should see this
play, but that a warning either before the play or in the brochures
handed out at the entrance would
be the best solution to the imagery
that might upset some.
The other issue discussed during
the debate was that one of the female roles in the play was played by

Photo by Jane Martin
(In front left to right) Haliey Gilbert, Ed Warren and Blaine Nicholls practice choreography in an early rehearsal from
"Bat Boy: The Musical."

a male, which the Scary Feminists
believe is a fear of transgender.
Yet, many of the attendees saw no
sign of transphobia in the play.
Ballew pointed out that males
have been playing female roles since
the age of Shakespeare when females
were not allowed on stage, so this ac-

tion is not new to theater. In the case
of “Bat Boy: The Musical,” it was used
for comedy and done effectively.
“It would be a problem if they
said in the play that this character
was [transgender],” said Ballew.
“But they didn’t. It was just a
woman who had a hairy lip.”

Though the Scary Feminists
were not present, the debate attendees agreed that “Bat Boy:
The Musical” was not promoting
rape or making a comment about
transgender, but there should be
a warning about some disturbing
scenes.
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Book by EWU
alumnus heads
for Hollywood
"Beautiful Ruins" author, Jess
Walter, co-writing script
By Lorna Hartman

staff writer
lorna.hartman@ucaa.org

Jess Walter, an EWU
graduate, is currently cowriting a film script based
on his New York Times
bestselling book, “Beautiful Ruins,” according to
Walter.
His script writing partner is director and producer Todd Field, who has won
a Golden
Globe and
several other industry
awards for
his work
in film, according
to the film
industry
Walter
website Collider.com.
“Beautiful Ruins,” with
settings from 1962 to the
present, has several story
threads. The main thread
tying the book together
follows a man and a woman who meet by chance in
a tiny Italian coastal town
that can only be reached
by boat because there are
no roads to it. Choice and
circumstance
separate
them completely until 50
years later.
Although the theme is
romantic in that it involves
this man and woman, the
book is not a romance
novel, following the storylines of a drug-addicted
son, a self-absorbed Hollywood producer and a
young actress who has
learned mid-filming that
she is dying.
According to an author interview in Pillars,
EWU’s alumni newsletter,
Walter graduated with a
bachelor’s degree in journalism in 1987 and worked
at the Spokesman-Review.
Walter’s website says
that he wrote his first
book in 1996. Titled “Every Knee Shall Bow” and
now called “Ruby Ridge,”
the nonfiction book was
about the fatal 1992 Ruby
Ridge confrontation between Randy Weaver and
his group on one side and
FBI and ATF agents on the
other.
He has written six
books since then, including “Beautiful Ruins.”
His 2005 book “Citizen
Vince,” won the Edgar
Allan Poe Award for best
novel, and his 2009 book
“The Financial Lives of
Poets” was named the No.
2 novel of the year by Time
magazine.
“Beautiful Ruins” has
reached No. 1 on the New
York Times paperback fiction bestseller list — just
ahead of “Fifty Shades of
Grey.”
The book’s title came
from a New Yorker article
by Louis Menand calling
then-54-year-old Richard

Marijuana:
continued from front

care givers. If the card holder
is under 18, EWU police will
issue a criminal citation with
a court date and it counts as
an arrest. This is called a cite
and release, which could
result in harsher penalties
from the university.
“[The card issuing medical practitioners] have to be
current with their credentials,
actively practicing medicine
and be practicing in Washington state in order for the card
to be recognized.” said Burns.
“If you don’t have a licensed
recommendation in the form
of a card or prescription form,
then it is illegal possession as
well as recreating counterfeit
cards, which could result in a

Burton a “beautiful ruin.”
“When you come across a
phrase that perfectly describes what you’re writing,
you use it,” Walter said.
Walter said that he and
his wife took a trip to the
Italian coast in 1997, where
this book is set, and that
was the genesis of some of
the characters in “Beautiful Ruins.” He wrote five
other books while this
one was percolating in his
mind.
“I’ve had books that
I’ve worked on longer
than that, short stories
that I’ve worked on longer,” Walter said. “Being
a writer means failing at
what you do about three
quarters of the time. …
Nobody sets out to take 15
years to write a book.”
He said he had actually finished two drafts of
“Beautiful Ruins” during
that time: “It’s a pattern of
writing and rewriting that
is so much of writing fiction.”
Walter is working on
several new projects. A
book of his short stories
was released in February
of this year, and he has a
short story coming out in
Esquire magazine in June.
“I’m working on the next
novel, but that’s probably
a couple of years away,”
Walter said.
In the Spokane area,
Walter supports reading
and literacy efforts as well
as literary programs such
as Eastern’s Get Lit festival, in which he participates every year.
“He’s always been
very supportive of Get
Lit. He’s always been
willing to talk up the program and encourage others to participate,” said
Melissa Huggins, Get Lit
coordinator.
“Usually
he’ll give a reading and
sign books. Often we pair
authors with each other,
so he has helped Get Lit
bring in authors that he is
friends with, like Richard
Russo a couple of years
ago.”
Get Lit started a new
series called Pie and
Whiskey in 2012. At the
2013 Pie and Whiskey
reading, Walter and fellow
Spokane
writer
Shawn Vestal did readings and then had a conversation up front moderated by Samuel Ligon,
EWU assistant professor
of English and creative
writing.
“He
is
incredibly
witty and down-to-earth
and has a great sense of
humor, and we feel very
grateful to have him participate in the festival every year,” Huggins said.
The “Beautiful Ruins”
project does not have a
publicized date of completion yet.
class-C felony. We verify this
through a state system”
It is still EWU Police
policy, however, to seize any
marijuana found on campus
regardless of the circumstance. It can be returned
to the students if they comply with authorities and go
through all the necessary
channels or until the police
department is directed by the
state attorney general.
Detective Burns also
wants to remind students
that smoking marijuana in
public is still illegal, even
with the passage of I-502.
“We’ll see with the test of
time what this all brings
and what comes next.” But
for now, the clock is ticking and there are still many
questions that need to be
answered.

Board of trustees discuss
budget, PUB renovations
University president determines some programs
will become online-based to increase efficiency
By Aascot Holt

staff writer
aascot.holt@gmail.com

At the university’s last board of
trustees meeting of the 2012-2013
academic year, they discussed everything from tuition increases to the
PUB remodel.
New residence hall name
Trustee Jo Ann Kauffman stated
in her liaison report
that a name for the
new residence hall will
soon be chosen by a
committee. She said
that they are leaning
toward honoring the
local native tribes with
the name. The committee may or may not
Kauffman
continue EWU’s tradition of naming
halls after prominent academic or
athletic contributors.
Tuition increases imminent
David Buri stated in his legislative update that there is a proposal at
the state level to decrease tuition by
3 percent. Buri said that he does not
believe that the funding is available
to make that a reality. He said that
in order to just maintain tuition, i.e.
no decreases or increases, the entire
state would need to dedicate $250
million to higher education next year.
EWU would need $15 million of that
amount in order to stave off tuition
increases next year.
Tuition, fees increases
Mary Voves said in her presentation regarding the operating budget
that Washington state is seeing an
all-time low for state funding per student in higher education. In 2013, the
state spent $3,800 per public higher
education student. This amount is expected to increase over the next two
years, said Voves.
Dr. Rodolfo Arévalo said that 11
new faculty members cost the university $2.2 million total.
Voves said that “sister universities” to EWU increased their tuition
by 36 percent on average, while
EWU’s tuition increased by 11 percent. She said that most Washington
universities, including EWU, will be
increasing tuition by 7 percent next
year. This increase provides capacity
to maintain the institution but not add
anything new. The 7 percent increase
equates to about $150 per quarter for
in-state undergraduate students, and

$250 for in-state graduate students.
This increase is not official yet, and
could be as much as 9 percent. If the
increase were 9 percent, in-state undergraduates and graduates would
be expected to pay $200 and $315 per
quarter, respectively.
Voves said that the student transportation fee will be doubling next
year to $12. The agreement between
EWU and STA is based upon ridership. This means that as more students ride the bus, the
more expensive it becomes for everybody,
whether or not they use
the service. The comprehensive health fee
will be increasing by
$10 next year as well.
Voves said that the
Arévalo
university’s
parking
permit rates have not been increased
in 10 years, and that permit rates will
increase next year.
Additional revenues from tuition
increases through 2015 total $1.5 million for the university.
Dr. Arévalo said that some programs will become online-based to
increase efficiency.
Voves said the university will offer $4.5 million in scholarships and
fellowships next year.
Guaranteed Education Tuition, maintenance and new university science center
Voves said that the university will
be spending $7.3 million on water
systems repairs. She said the number
is so large because some maintenance
has been deferred for years, either
put off or ignored until the system
needed urgent repair.
The design for a new University
Science Center is coming together.
The second phase’s design is expected to cost $350,000. The first phase
has yet to be drafted. Mark Mays, a
board judge, asked Voves if the perspective the university is taking is,
“If they come, we will build it?”
Voves said, “That’s my plan.”
Voves said that the potential
Guaranteed Education Tuition program debt has not been addressed by
the legislature. Paul Tanaka, board
president, asked the board, “Why is
the legislature fretting over [Guaranteed Education Tuition]?”
Dr. Arévalo said, “It diverts the
conversation.”
Quarters to semesters
Conversion of quarters to semesters is estimated to take three to four

years total. Cost estimations range
from $3 to $14 million dollars overall, but the process will most likely
require $8.4 million. The bulk of the
time and money put into converting
would be on the complete reconstruction of all curriculums. The committee has assumed that the cost of conversion will be “revenue neutral” in
the long run.
Dr. Arévalo’s initial recommendation to the board of trustees supported the continued use of
quarters. He wanted to
seek improvements to
the system that would
improve retention and
on-time
graduation
rates. He later voted
to postpone the decision until November
Buri
of 2013, per the suggestion of ASEWU President Becca
Harrell, along with the majority of
the board.
PUB remodel
Harrell said that during a work
session, the ASEWU decided what
students would be willing to pay
each quarter for a new PUB building. The remodeling costs are expected to total $30 to $35 million to be
funded completely by student fees.
The ASEWU decided that students
would each be willing to pay about
$100 per quarter. Harrell said that the
PUB’s renovation is needed because
she feels that nobody uses the current
PUB after 3 p.m.
Voves said that construction is
expected to begin in the summer of
2015.
EWU Vice President for Student
Affairs Stacey Morgan Foster said
that $10 to $12 million of infrastructure systems need to be replaced
in the current PUB to create a good
student environment regardless of
whether or not it is renovated.
Voves said that the footprint, i.e.
square footage of land the building
covers on campus, of the building
will not change much.
General education requirements review
Sam Ligon, faculty organization
president, said that a committee will
begin to develop an entirely new general education curriculum in January
2014.
Voter turnout
Harrell said in her board report
that the voter turnout was 21 percent
this year for the ASEWU elections.

Limited aid for summer quarter
Cost for eight-week quarter weighs more for each credit taken
By Jake Kershinar
staff writer
jgkersh@gmail.com

As of May 20, 2,230 students are registered for
summer quarter.
The quarter will begin on
June 24 and end on Aug. 26.
The number of students
registered for summer is
down 17 percent from the
number of students who
were enrolled last year, according to Associate Vice
Provost Mark Baldwin.
Apart from just the fact
that most students want a
summer vacation, one reason
lower turnouts for summer
courses may be that financial
aid is very limited in the benefits it can provide students
during summer quarter.
According to the financial aid section on the
school’s website, students
applying for federal student aid for summer quarter must have a financial aid
form on file with the school
and must have an application completed and submitted to the financial aid desk
by June 30.
Financial Aid Director
Bruce DeFrates said that
summer quarter is considered a trailing period in the
academic year and financial
aid students may only receive what is left over from
the funds used in the official
academic year.

"During the summer, it’s all self support, which
means we don’t get any state help. Whatever
students pay in tuition is what’s used to fund the
summer session.”
Bruce DeFrates

“For Pell Grant, you can
get three full-time quarters a year,” DeFrates said.
“If you go in fall, winter
and spring, you have used
[your financial aid] all up
and then there’s none left
for summer, and then your
eligibility doesn’t start
again till next fall.”
A Pell Grant is aid that
is given out by the federal
government that is given
out during the school year.
Students who attend summer quarter can only use
it if they have money that
was unused at the end of
spring quarter.
“During the summer,
it’s all self support, which
means we don’t get any state
help," DeFrates said. "Whatever students pay in tuition
is what’s used to fund the
summer session.”
DeFrates also said that
when it comes to getting

leftover money for summer
quarter, juniors and seniors
have priority over freshman
and sophomore students to
receive loans.
No scholarships funded
by the university are given
out that can be directly used
for summer quarter.
“The real funding for
summer is in the loan programs, in alternative loans,
Including] the graduate plus
loan and the parent loan,”
Defrates said. “All three
of those are market based
[and] creditworthy where
people just borrow like you
would a normal loan.”
Even though the summer quarter only runs for
eight weeks as opposed to
the 10 weeks during the
regular school year quarters, DeFrates explained
that the cost for the quarter is more expensive for
each credit taken.

“It’s the same per-credit charge as the academic
year, except that during
the academic year if you
get up to 10 credits then
you don’t pay any more
until you hit 18 [credits].
That doesn’t happen in the
summer. It’s just per credit
all the way up. So if you’re
between 10 and 18 credits
it would cost more.”
DeFrates said there
have been discussions
between school officials
about using the same payment system for summer
quarter just like the regular school year to encourage more students to take
summer courses.
Defrates said the only
problem is that it would
be a big financial hit for
the university considering
summer quarter is funded
completely by the university and not the state.
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Grading scale Liquor control board makes up
inconsistency new rules just for the fun of it
undermines GPA
By Kyle Harding

opinion editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

By Cheyenne Dunham
copy editor
cheynd@gmail.com

Often as we go through
our college careers, we
hear both, “Grades aren’t
the only
things
that matter,” and,
“Grades
are the
most important
thing.”
Now,
depending
Dunham
on your future goals, once you have
that diploma in hand, either of these may be true.
While the importance
of our grades may be arbitrarily based on the individual, I have realized that
the grades themselves no
longer hold the value they
should for several basic
reasons.
In high school, few
had any reason to question grading scales. For the
most part, the standard
consensus was that when
a 90 percent was received,
you got a 4.0, a 3.0 was an
80 percent, or a ‘B,’ a 70
percent was a ‘C’ and a 2.0
and so on. As I came to
Eastern a wide-eyed freshman, trying to embrace the
differences college life was
throwing at me, a change
in grading scales was not
something that stood out
to me at first.
As many students may
have realized, whether
through basic trial and error or merely having an
understanding of those
handy syllabi we receive at
the start of a new quarter,
most professors establish
their own grading scale.
Some hold to the scale similar to the aforementioned
“high school” scale. Others
vary from establishing a 95
percent as being a 3.7 to an
83 percent being a 2.7 and
even to a 4.0 only being
merited by a perfect 100
percent.
Honestly, this all may
seem like a game of numbers that would only be
considered an issue by the

overachiever striving for
that perfect GPA or that
student about to barely
make it through finals who
is wondering if that class
will count for something
when all is said and done.
The problem is this: Inconsistency is undermining
the integrity of our grades.
When ordering a transcript, I discovered Eastern
does have an official grading scale. This is something I had been wondering about, and it led me to
also question why professors were able to establish
their own standards that
may or may not follow this
“official” scale.
In some cases, this may
change the representation
of certain grades for the
better. In others, it may
misrepresent the work
earned by the student.
Since the grading scale is
arbitrarily established, it
is impossible to differentiate between a 93 percent
in one class that received a
4.0 and that same percentage that displays a 3.3.
As someone who is
looking into graduate
school possibilities, this
concerns me as I feel that
our grades are being misrepresented by this gap in
translation. By choosing
the right classes or consistently taking a certain professor, one could potentially sway their GPA for the
better. The effort made or
the challenge level of the
class is not translated efficiently into our transcripts.
In order to accurately
represent our GPAs and
the grades we both pay
for and work to receive,
shouldn’t all of our classes
abide by this standardized
grading scale? Otherwise,
what is the point of even
claiming they are all based
on the same standard?
While they may be merely
numbers, they could just
as easily act as a hindrance
as opposed to an aid to
future endeavors. Let us
regain the integrity and
accuracy of one of the few
things that represents a record of this education we
invest so much in.

As the reader probably knows, marijuana has
been legal in Washington
state since the beginning
of the year.
As the reader also
probably knows, this does
not mean
you
can run
down
to the
corner
store and
buy it.
In fact,
it will
not be in
Harding
stores for
some time, as the bureaucrats at the Washington
State Liquor Control Board
need some time to come
up with a plan to screw
this all up for everybody.
Legalization presents
new opportunities for entrepreneurs to start businesses, and new opportunities for entrepreneurs
presents new opportunities
for state officials to get in
the way.

A common trait of the
government official is an
obsession with making
rules. When people who
do not work for the government think of rules,
they think of them as being in place for reason, to
accomplish an objective or
prevent a problem. To the
government official, rules
exist for their own sake.
Hence the rules that
are to be imposed on
marijuana sellers when
they are finally allowed
to open up shop. For your
convenience, the liquor
control board has put a
helpful frequently asked
questions section on their
website so you can easily
look up the myriad hoops
they are putting in place
for legal drug dealers to
jump through.
One of these hoops is
location. Marijuana stores
cannot be “within 1,000
feet of any elementary or
secondary school, playground, recreation center or facility, child care
center, public park, public
transit center, library, or
game arcade that allows
minors to enter.”

It is unclear to me
what this restriction actually accomplishes. I know,
it is for the children, so it
must be great and all, but
if marijuana stores only
allow people 21 and over
inside, what does it matter how close children are
to the outside?
It really should not
matter at all because those
kids are going to have a
hard time knowing what
is in that store in the first
place. That is because of
the next hoop to jump
through: advertising.
According to the website, “Retailers are limited
to one 1,600-square-inch
sign bearing their business/trade name. They
cannot put products on
display to the general
public such as through
window fronts. No licensee can advertise marijuana/infused product in
any form or through any
medium whatsoever within 1,000 [feet] of school
grounds, playgrounds,
child care, public parks,
libraries or game arcades
that allows minors to enter. Also, you can’t adver-

tise on public transit vehicles/shelters or on any
[publicly] owned or operated property.”
An important component of running a successful business is advertising. I understand the urge
to protect the public’s virgin eyeballs from pot leaf
signs and bad weed puns,
but in an era of billboards
for alcohol and casinos,
why should the marijuana sellers be so limited in
their advertising capabilities? And again with
the schools, playgrounds
and parks. Do they think
a marijuana flyer near a
schoolyard is going to
turn our children into raging drug-monsters?
It is doubtful that the
liquor control board really
thinks these restrictions
will improve public life
or protect children from
marijuana. They are rules
made for the sake of making rules. But while they
probably do not have any
measurable positive impact, they will have a tangible negative impact on
the proprietors of marijuana stores.

Through the Eagle’s Eye
What is the hardest
class you have taken?
Interviews by Kyle Harding. Photos by Aaron Malmoe.

What has
been your
hardest
class?
Why?

“I'd have to say operating
systems in the computer
science department. The
amount of homework was
overwhelming.”

“Political theory. We had to
do an 80-page paper”

Troy Wellington

Allora Tvedt

“Math 115, because I
suck at math and the
professor was really hard
to understand.”

“Math 114. I'm not a
lecture math person.”

Olivia Beals

Mattie Everle

“Chemistry. I don't even
know what made it hard.”

“Philosophy. It had a lot of
workload.”

Katelyn Duckworth

Devonte Howard
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World Cup comes to EWU
Eastern's second-annual soccer tournament ends Diversity Week
By Jo1h fl:ieun
n•o,:,rs Dl'l'C«
(tiltsto-1:a. ~porkegm«il. com

For a couple hours, the sun _poked
through the g;:":'!f clouds over ChE01ey
and students ralhed around the intern.,.
lional Sil ort, soccei;, dwing the second
annual EWU Worla Cup.
Nine teams comp~ed in last year's
soccer event. On May 22, the ·Ewu
World Cup yielded 16 team~ though
there coula have been room ror more.
D irector of Campus Recreation Mike
Gampitelli had to close down the online
regislration because too many teams
were wanting to _pl~. However, those
students were still able to see the field
by pl;wing for other teams already registered.
The conception of former ASEWU
presidEOlt Oscar Ocana, the Cup strived
to bring diffet·EO\t cultures toglttl..around the culturall~indifferent_ game
of socce·. This J1ear, the EWU World
Cup was the final note on Eastern's Diversitv Week.
"That's the one thing that soccer has

ov..- OV"!'f othe· '!!)Ort in ilie world i's
the fact that everyl:iody plays it,• Carny-'
itelli said. ~It is truly ,-l'\ mt~ational
game, and if you look around there are
6:uly int..-na!ional students pl<l)ling.in
this.... rhey are from all over the place.•
Some of the teams representea -wa-e·
Eni,)and, Colombia, ){'Pan and Somali'.a
funior Louis Poeppel, who represented evE01tual tournainent-chartJ)ion
Somaliabecausehisfriendswantecf,hirl\
on his tearri, is no -strahger ~o the game
of soccer. Po~pel pl~eQ for,two years
for Walla Walla Community Coll!!ge.
He also played for. the Yal<imaS.trikers,
a club team, and the semi' pro Yakima
Reds.
"I play soccer eyeiy .day," Roeppel
said.
Hailing from Pasco High Scliool, a
school with aheavy.H isp_anic influence
Poeppel said he E01joyea being around
members of diffa-ent ethnicities and interacling with th..-n over the same love
of soccer.
Po§> pel' steam.prevailed1n the final~
ova- England, 2~, in a shootout.

~ ~coilaing to junior Matthew Cole,
'who also played on the Somalian tean;i,
,Engl.a n4 l<ept a ti_g ht p erimet..- aroun:a
iliei.r own goal and played hard det ense. The championslup game was
for ced i nto a Ii';, making both teams
duke it out in a snootout
"They played the perfect game
against us to makeit [to the shootoufJ;"
0-ole said. 'It actually made it a lot of
fun. I love pl<l)ling games where it's a
scr§9::I :"
Cole credits the international dvaw
of soccer to the fact that anyone ,c an
play it; the game does not require
much-just a _ball and something to
,kick it into.
'It's aunive·sal game. You can play
i t anywhere," Cole said.
Tlirough word of mouth and mOl'keting m a posters around carrq:,us, the
turnout nearly doubled from fast year
when lliere were nine teams and 72
players. This year, 16 teams parlicipated, yielding more than 132 sfudents.
WORLD CUP-PA.GE 9

Louis Poeppel eyes the ball on the grourd and p~ pares 10 give ita swift kick.

Top: Jen Ratl-geber. left, scrambles fort he bose ball. Bouom left: Sirron Ghe b~ m~ae prwt~es Made rs. Bottom
rght: Abu Logm:an throws the ball between his legs.
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Soccer unites nations
around the world
By Jom l'tie• en
iPc«T: Dft'IO,J:

-tcmcr.,f"rkerCJClco11t

Eastern has manyint..-nalional students, and as I walk
throu~ theJ?U~,,ffie carrq:,usmall or JFK Llqr'!'Y, I tend to notic~pockets of airrerent ethnicities.
The sad thing is, I usuallY. don't·see th..-n int..-actingwi1h
each oth..-. 11\ihile some reach out to iliose of o.t her cultures,
some go their separa:e ways, the occasional g;;-eelingthe only
sy,Jergy betweEO\ them
In my ~aiences on Eastan' s c~).ts, tha·e a-e two things
that best bnng toglttl..- members of diff..-ent nations: food ana
sp01ts. Th..-e1s one sport in p a:tii:ul ar th,¢ has a flame tha:
bums throughout the world, and that is soccer.
This is the game's wonder, its beauty. It is something that
cancels out the awkward disseveiance and brings forth: a sense
of unification-the quintessE01tial concurrence cif indivisibili!Y.
Soccer is a game fha: ispl~d e<TetyWherE\ from the ,hanlies to the skyscrap..-s, from w a--torn regj.ons to pristine domains. Meny countries embrace the ~art, clainunr,itto be a
staple of their heritage From Latin ~ c a to En and, 1he
sportisre<T..-ed. Even in theU.~, wh..-efootball, aska:bal
and baseball eainestlyconquerme Sl)orl:landscapl\ th..-e ,re
sects that follow boili worldwide ana domestic socc..- leagues
with an urq,aralleled passion.
Onacampuswha-eso manystudents ~ometoleam,it
is irrq,ortantlo recogi:ti?e each others l ir\~e. That is what
makestheEWU World Cup, alongwithDiver.ttvWeek1 so
g;;-eat Activities like these E01able sfuiients to break the snypall
cast ova- us that raiders us otherwiseW\able, or unwilling to
branch out.
During the EWU World Cup, soccer'play..-o-tum~d-students from all overtheworld wno sp..,a most of their time
roamingthehalls of Hargreaves, Kingston and Seni'br were
able to don their favoriteMancnest..-United jer.,ey and mix it
UR on the pitch.
' Instead of the distant feeling'!:l(at can·be sometimes
and felt on can:q:,us, an atmosphere cit frienll'sl\ip and.solidaritv
developed. Stua·..,ts nalive to )"''" ' corrq,eted ~ainst sb.ldEOlfs
from Ethiopia Students who lived in Spokanetlieir entire lives
laughed with students from Mexico.

seen

Top left: Austin Law, left, battles for positonirg. Bo~m left: Matthew Cole, left, and E~ r H?rnard?Z, rght, fight for the ball. Rght: Octavb Gonzalez
observes tM ft,?ld with possessbnofthe ball.

DIVERSRY-P>'lGE 9

Rlo1osb)/Josh

Fr_,

Top left: carfy Payne shoots the ball t.owan::I the g:,al. Mid:lle left: Natalie April. left. b?eps the ball away from a O?fender. Bot10m left: Tom:ihiro Komuk:ai. right.
tries to strip the ball from an opp:,nent. Right: Agoalkt?eper focuses on the ball in the airard is ~ady10 make am:,~.
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Photo by Aaron Malmoe
The Eagles gather before the Football Championship Subdivision playoff game against Wagner. The team and many of its members earned nominations in 11 EeeWoo categories.

EeeWoos celebrate year's best

After a thrilling 2012-2013 athletic year, the annual award gives recognition
By Peter Sowards

senior reporter
packerfan4life@gmail.com

Eagles quarterback Vernon Adams
read the blitz and knew there were too
many rushers for the offensive line to
block.
So he had to make a little magic
to get this play to work in a way only
Adams knows how.
Adams’ ensuing scramble and
10-yard touchdown pass to former
EWU receiver Greg Herd versus Sacramento State on Oct. 20 was nominated for Best Play at the fifth-annual
“EeeWoos,” an event created to honor
Eastern Washington University student athletes. “Everybody was saying,
‘Throw it away,’ but I just kept running, and I kept my eyes downfield.
I saw Greg [Herd], and I just threw
it,” Adams said. “It was crazy.” Adams’ magician-like demonstration
was named as a finalist for the Geico
Play of the Year and became an instant
YouTube sensation.
The awards ceremony takes place
at the Showalter Auditorium on June
4 and costs $5 for EWU students with
valid student identification and $10
for the general public. Student athletes
will be admitted free of charge. According to goeags.com, “a social hour
with beverages and hors d’oeuvres
takes place at 6 p.m., with the awards
presentations beginning at 7 p.m.”
A total of 16 awards will be presented in 11 different categories, including Best Team, Best Game or
Competition, Best Play, Best Athlete
(male and female), Newcomer of the
Year (male and female), Freshman of
the Year (male and female), Coach of
the Year, Triple-Threat Citizen, Best
Record-Breaking Performance, Scholar-Athlete of the Year (male and female) and Career Achievement Award
(male and female). Winners of each
award are determined by votes from

a committee consisting of department
coaches, staff and administrators.
Nominees for Best Team included
football, which finished the 2012 season with an 11-3 record, a share of the
Big Sky Conference title and two home
playoff victories; women’s basketball,
advancing to the Women’s NIT and
finishing third in the Big Sky; soccer,
which overcame injuries to finish with
its best winning percentage since 2009,
and men’s outdoor track and field, led
by eight All-Big Sky Conference performances to play fourth at the Big Sky
Track and Field Championships.
The Eagles football team dominated
the nominations, garnering recognition
in 11 of 16 categories. Adams was nominated for Best Play, Best Athlete, Freshman of the Year, Best Record-Breaking
Performance, as well as quarterbacking two games that were nominated
for Best Game, versus Montana and at
Montana State.
Adams overcame a fumble and interception to throw two touchdowns
in the final two minutes, 19 seconds,
versus Montana on Sept. 29, his first
home start, including a game-winning
20-yarder to Ashton Clark with 53 seconds left. The play call required Clark
to run a 5-yard out, but the senior wideout changed course after seeing Adams
scramble in the pocket. “Once I saw
him start running, I just took off down
the field, and nobody followed me.”
With a host of accolades and recognition during his redshirt freshman
season, Adams realizes the high expectations that come along. “I’m trying to
take this leadership role for the team,
and I’m just trying to work hard and
meet up to those expectations,” he said.
Senior runner Brad Wall, fresh off
winning his fourth Big Sky title in the
400-meter dash, earned nominations for
Best Athlete, Scholar-Athlete and Career
Achievement. “I’m not sure if I have a
shot at winning any of them,” Wall said.
“But just to get your name out there and

get it recognized — it’s rewarding, and
you know that your hard work is being
recognized out there.”
According to goeags.com, Wall
became just the fourth Eastern male
athlete in school history to win four
individual conference titles. Also, he
was the second to claim three outdoor
titles in a single event, and he did this
while maintaining a 3.54 grade point
average and winning his eighth Big
Sky All-Academic honor. “For me,
it’s just what I’ve expected of myself,” Wall said of excelling both on
the track and in the classroom. “I’ve
always had good values and always
dedicated myself to having a good
balance between track and school.”
Wall has been nominated in years
past for Best Athlete and RecordBreaking Performance but has yet to
bring home any hardware. He feels
that his best shot for a win is in the
Career Achievement category.
Volleyball players Allie Schumacher and Kellen Barfield each were
voted most improved player by their
team and received nominations for
Freshman of the Year. Schumacher
said she was in geography class when
Barfield saw on her phone that they
had both been nominated.
Schumacher broke the EWU
school record for kills in a match in
a five-set win at Northern Arizona
on Nov. 1, tallying an impressive 35
kills. “I think it was hands down the
most exciting game I’ve ever played
in,” Schumacher said. The match,
which marked the Eagles’ first road
win of the season, received a nomination for Best Game or Competition.
Not wanting to take all the credit,
Schumacher was quick to compliment her teammates. “I’ve never
played with a group of girls who just
had so much love for each other and
for the game,” she said. “I remember
just the feeling after we won, and it
was so exciting.”

Photo by Anna Mills

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
Joseph Cohen, top, and Cassie Black, bottom, were nominated
for Best Male Athlete and Best Female Athlete, respectfully.

Students ride despite campus transportation rules
By Kelly Manalo

staff writer
manalo.kelly@gmail.com

An 11-year campus wide policy does not allow any recreational
equipment other than bikes on campus as a mode of transportation.
Washington Administrative Code
Section 172-118-040 states, “No recreational equipment may be operated
on sidewalks, walkways, lawns or
other property on the Eastern Washington University campus.”
The exception is for bicycles,
which may be operated on university walkways in the mall area and
the area surrounding Showalter Hall
and between the Science Hall and

Lot No. 3. The bicycle must be operated in a safe manner, according the
WAC.
Users of recreational equipment
are subject to the rules of the road
when operating on roads. Recreational equipment users must stop
at signs and yield to pedestrians and
vehicles who have the right of way,
according to Deputy Chief Gary Gasseling.
All bicycles operated or parked
on the campus of EWU must be registered with the city of Cheney, according to WAC section 172-118-080.
This policy has been effective
since Nov. 26, 1992, and has not been
updated since.
Enforcement of these rules is the

responsibility of the president, or
the executive vice-president, or their
designees, according to WAC section
172-118-090.
Director of Student Rights and
Responsibilities Stacey Reece has no
comment as to why or why not other
recreational equipment other than bicycles are not listed as campus policy.
The WAC defines skateboards,
roller skates and scooters, but does
not include them in the use of recreational equipment on campus.
The Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities would review any
student reported for allegedly violating this policy for a possible violation
of the student conduct code, according to Reece.

“Contacts on the roadways come
about as complaints or observation
by an officer,” said Gasseling.
Metal clips were installed in
2003 to keep students from skateboarding on benches, according to
Associate Vice President of Business and Auxiliary Services LeeAnn Case.
Students are not allowed to skate
down stairs because this damages
staircases, according to Case.
An EWU police officer, staff or
faculty member would report citations to the Office of Student Rights
and Responsibilities.
However, Reece said that since
she became the director of the Office
of Student Rights and Responsibili-

ties in 2004 there have been no referrals for a violation of policy.
“Enforcement of state law for riding on roadways can result in citations being issued, though I do not
believe we have written any tickets
for violations [this year],” said Gasseling.
The policy is enforced and students are reported to the Office of
Student Rights and Responsibilities,
according to Gasseling.
The police department’s focus is
to ensure that recreational equipment
is operated or used in accordance
with the policy and law. Safety is the
number one priority in the operation
of any recreational equipment on
campus, according to Gasseling.
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Jason Collins
paves the way
for tolerance
By Amye Ellsworth

senior reporter
amyeellsworth@gmail.com

Photo by Anna Mills
Goalie Jason Greenwell blocks a shot. Greenwell was among the more efficient goalies in the conference.

Hockey players debate
professional avenues
Rigors of junior hockey apparent to aspiring hockey players
By Peter Sowards

senior reporter
packerfan4life@gmail.com

After being released by
the Alabama-based Huntsville Havoc, a professional
hockey team in the Southern Professional Hockey
League, freshman defender Chase Wharton started
to think long term about
his future.
His thinking led him to
Eastern, where he can play
hockey for the Eagles for
the next three years while
earning a college education and hopefully a degree. “You can’t play forever,” Wharton said. “It’s
something I will need in
my figure, and I figured
no better chance to do that
than after just getting released.”
Wharton joined EWU’s
club hockey team midway through the 2012-13
season thanks to a British
Columbia Intercollegiate
Hockey League rule that
allows professional players to go from pro to college without penalty, so
long as they do so within
their age-21 season. According to coach Bill Shaw,
the rule allows for players
to try out the pro ranks for
a short time and determine
whether or not they are a
good fit.
However, a player who

waits until he is 22 years
old is out of luck. “If you’re
21 years old and you try it,
you’re fine,” Shaw said. “If
you’re 22, then you have to
sit a full calendar year before you can play.”
From ages 16 to 20,
Wharton and other aspiring players are eligible
to play junior hockey, a
highly competitive competition in the United
States and Canada. Shaw
compared the nuances of
junior hockey to Amateur
Athletic Union basketball.
“It’s all kids of that age,
but they’re not really attached to a school. They’re
attached to a club team instead,” Shaw said.
Canadian junior hockey, in which most players
in this area have participated, is broken up into
three major tiers: Major Junior, in which the Spokane
Chiefs play, Junior A, and
Junior B, C and D.
Elliot Martin, currently
a junior forward for EWU,
knows the rigors of junior hockey well. Martin
played for the Butte Rough
Riders in 2006, was traded
to the Tri-City Titans in
2007, then moved to Minneapolis and tried out
for “a bunch of different
teams.” He caught on with
the Minnesota Flying Aces
in 2008 and had a “cup of
coffee” with the Wichita

Falls Wildcats during the
2008-09 season. “It was
pretty unreal,” Martin said
of the experience.
“It makes you grow up in
a hurry, being 16 and playing with 20-year-old guys
that have 50 pounds on you
and definitely a few inches,”
Martin added. “You mature
a lot faster.” Martin said that
he owes much of his character and independence to
the experiences during his
junior hockey career.
Martin and current EWU
hockey club president Jason
Greenwell said that playing
overseas in Europe is a viable
possibility to continue their
hockey careers after college.
“They provide housing for
you, a car for you and your
family if you have a spouse
and then they also pay you,”
Greenwell said.
“I’d be lying if I said I
hadn’t thought about the
professional aspect,” Martin said. “Because if you’re
capable to go play, and
you don’t have any commitments that are keeping
you in one place, it’s a good
move to go to a European
league.”
Shaw said he tried to impress onto the players the
importance of getting a college education. “The most
important thing is getting
these guys something they
can do with their lives in case
hockey doesn’t work out,

which, unfortunately for
most of them — it’s just like
any other professional sport
— it’s not going to work,”
Shaw said. “It’s the one percent of the one percent that
make it, and the rest of them
don’t. You got to give them
another option.”
Still, a common theme
from Wharton, Martin and
Greenwell was to follow your
dreams while being realistic.
Martin said that it is wise to
not make any quick decisions,
laying things out and taking
all factors into consideration.
“You have to try and see the
big picture and what’s going
to benefit you most and create the most opportunities for
you.”
“Most players in any
sport have played since they
were little kids,” Wharton
said. “And chances are, if
they’re still playing by the
time they’re 18, they love it.
You kind of owe it to yourself to make an attempt to
see what you can do with it.
If that’s not what you want
to do, then follow what you
want to do, whether it’s
sports related or not.
“I know that I had a
dream just like every other
kid does to play some kind
of professional sport, … and
I went for it. I would say the
same for anybody else that is
18 years old or 20 years old
or whatever — just to make
an attempt.”

According to Brown, the
camps taught him about
the work ethic required in
order to be a college athlete.
“I’d say the number
one thing is getting to go
somewhere with your team
and to build camaraderie,”
Clark said. “It’s really fun
to be there with them doing
exactly what you love.”
Brown and Clark both
said that they looked up to
the college athletes when
they were in high school.
Now that he is in college
himself, Clark is experiencing the flipside of that
scenario, and he finds it rewarding.
“It’s cool to see, when
we teach them, how much
better they get on day two.
You can really notice that
we’re making an effect on
them,” Clark said.

Both athletes aspire to
coach someday after they
graduate from college, but
Clark admitted it is still
weird to be called “coach”
by the high school athletes.
Clark explained that the
Eastern athletes try to teach
basic fundamentals so
that no one gets too overwhelmed. It can be a challenge to go more in depth
and complex, according
to Clark, because athletes
come from numerous different high schools where
they are taught different
skill sets. He said that when
athletes make mistakes at
the high school level, it is
most commonly an error in
their fundamentals.
While coaching, Clark
also tries to offer advice
for succeeding in college
football. “I think the first
thing would be just to lis-

ten to your coach, and then
do your best to do exactly
what you’re told. Other
than that, I would just
say to keep working at it.
It’s not going to be easy.
You’re not going to get it
[in] a week or a month.
Some things take years to
get better at, so you just
have to keep working,” he
said.
By working at these
camps, Brown hopes to instill his love and passion for
the game into the younger
generation. Brown started
playing football when he
was young, but had to stop
due to a bone infection in
his spine. He started playing again during his junior
year of high school.
“I just have a big passion, and I love learning
the game more and more,”
he said.

Athletes volunteer at youth camp
By Amye Ellsworth

senior reporter
amyeellsworth@gmail.com

This summer, potential
future Eagles will flood the
red turf and get coached by
current football athletes.
Attending these camps
will allow high school students a chance to get recognized by college coaches
and to learn the techniques
and mindset necessary for
competing at the college
level. The two camps are
each four days long and occur in late June.
Seniors Allen Brown
and Ashton Clark both recall going to summer football camps in Oregon when
they were high school students.
They both found the
camps to be very beneficial for various reasons.

With a few words, Jason
Collins reshaped the sports
world.
Washington Wizards
center Jason Collins told
Sports Illustrated Magazine on April 29, “I'm a
34-year-old NBA center.
I'm black. And I'm gay.”
And, while
it still baffles
me that anyone has to
declare their
sexual preference to
the world, I
cannot help
but reflect on
Ellsworth
the impact of
Collins’ courageous decision.
While his decision is
both momentous and inspiring for the sport and
the nation, Collins received
a significant amount of
backlash.
According to an article
in Sports Illustrated, Collins is the first openly gay
American athlete in a major American team sport. If
you are curious as to why
it might have taken so long
for an athlete to “come
out,” I would suggest looking at the comment thread
on Collins’ Sports Illustrated cover —and his twitter
feed, for that matter. The
homosexual slurs are rampant, disheartening and
ultimately discouraging to
anyone who might hope to
follow in Collin’s Air Jordan footsteps.
A member of the Westboro Baptist Church stated,
via Twitter, that Collins
actually caused the tornado
in Oklahoma. Yes, Collins
caused a natural disaster.
The only disaster in that
situation is the judgement
born from an inability to
accept people just as they
are.
Collins wears No. 98.
Sometimes NBA athletes
choose their numbers for
specific reasons, and Collins is no different. He selected this number because
Matthew Shepard was the

victim of a hate crime in
1998. Shepard was targeted, tortured and murdered
because he was gay.
The fact is, none of us
have even a single ounce of
control over Collins’ sexuality. And, whether we choose
to accept his lifestyle or not,
he will continue to live it. I am
just glad he no longer feels he
has to hide his identity.
This is far too positive
of an event to dwell on
the negative. My mother
always told me that having enemies was sometimes a good thing because
it meant you stood up for
something in your life.
Although she might have
stolen this from Winston
Churchill, it is still an apt
statement to describe courage versus cowardice in
this situation.
Collins described his
way of living as a double life
because he had to constantly
pretend to be someone he
was not. It was as though he
was always wearing a mask.
After his announcement,
Collins was immediately
supported by Los Angeles
Lakers point guard Kobe
Bryant, New York Knicks
point guard Jason Kidd, former NBA center Shaquille
O’Neal and Collins’ brother
Jarron Collins.
According to Collins, he
had no idea how NBA athletes and former teammates
would react to his declaration. His biggest hope, however, would be that they
would comment on him as
a person and the things he
did as an athlete, not necessarily as a gay athlete.
Because, in case we all
forgot, we are all people.
Yet, as Collins himself admitted, we live in a
world where acceptance,
tolerance and support are
not immediate responses
by the majority. Personally,
I am glad he no longer feels
he has to present himself
as lie, and I truly believe
time will show the incredible significance of Collins’
actions.
The views expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Easterner.

World Cup:
continued from page 7

“I think what happened is ... [a] lot of these people that
played, played in it last year told their friends about it,”
Campitelli said. “It’s a free tournament, [and] they get to
play soccer. I think word just got around from the soccer
community, and I think we did a better job of publicizing
it too.”
The event is something Campitelli is excited to see continue now that it has established itself as something the students enjoy. He is toying with the idea of making it a twoday event, though he is not sure just how much time will be
needed for future tournaments.
“I’m afraid we might have created a monster here,”
Campitelli said.

Diversity:
continued from page 7

Eastern has a great campus with extraordinarily diverse
students. One can walk from Tawanka to the PUB during a
crisp spring day and see dozens of people laying on the grass,
congregating on benches and throwing Frisbee discs.
Perhaps events like the EWU World Cup can help to influence us to come together. Instead of Diversity Week being
something we celebrate once a year, we can celebrate diversity with each other every day. It can be as simple as shaking
a hand, which is something that doesn’t need to happen only
once every soccer match.
The views expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the views
of The Easterner.

It's never too late
to follow us on
Twitter
@EasternerSports
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Police Beat
May 22

By Linsey Garrison

staff writer
garrisonlinsey@gmail.com

May 20

Agency assist
EWU Police assisted the Cheney
Police Department with a possible domestic violence situation
between two Cheney residents
on North Ninth Street. No crime
was committed as the incident
was found to be verbal only.
12:28 p.m.
Theft
A student reported that their
red Adidas bag containing basketball shoes and clothing was
stolen from an unlocked locker
at the URC. Officers are reviewing surveillance tapes.

May 21

11:14 p.m.
Agency assist
EWU Police assisted the Cheney
and Spokane police departments with a robbery that occurred at the Cheney McDonalds. A perimeter was set up and
a K-9 unit was able to track the
suspect for a short while. The
suspect was later apprehended
in Spokane.

3:40 a.m.
Agency assist
A student was reported for driving recklessly near First Street
and Salnave Road. She was arrested and cited with a DUI.
5:07 a.m.
Suspicious circumstances
After several reports by faculty
in the past few weeks, a student
was found sleeping in the theater building after hours in the
makeup room. He was arrested
for trespassing.

May 23

11:36 p.m.
MIP
A male student in Brewster Hall
was cited and released for being
underage and having alcohol in
his room.

Tip of the Week:
Keep longboards and
skateboards on bicycle
paths and not in the road.

Illustration by Amy Meyer
May 22 - Suspicious circumstances
After several reports by faculty in the past few weeks, a student was found sleeping in the theater building after hours in the makeup room. He was arrested for trespassing.
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Across

2. Eastern athletes will be recognized at the
____ on June 4.
4. ____ equipment besides bicycles, are
technically not allowed for transportation
purposed on campus.
6. ____ Hall is nine months ahead of schedule and is projected to be finished January
2014.
8. The VCD BFA exhibit, open from May 24
to June 6, was called "____" (2 words).
11. A ____ complex is planned to be built
behind the P-12 parking lot.
13. Jess ____ is co-writing a film script for
his book, "Beautiful Ruins."
14. SPF 15 can be found in some ____ and
lotions
15. ____ teams played in the EWU World
Cup May 23.
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Down
1. The name for the new residence hall
will possibly be used to honor local ____ (2
words).
3. Registered students for ____ quarter is
down 17 percent.
5. Chase ____ is a freshman defender for
Eastern hockey.
7. Ayesha ____ presented "A Call for Interfaith Action" at Diversity Week.
9. High School students will get the chance
to learn with ____ athletes in the summer.
10. Thomas ____, film professor, will be retiring this year.
12. Jason ____, center for the Washington
Wizards, came out on April 29 to Sports Illustrated.

Answer key can be found at easterneronline.com

Send cover letter,
resume and
work examples to

easterner.news@gmail.com

Classifieds:
AAA Self Storage – offering
a summer storage special
for new tenants! Pay for 2
months of storage and get the
third month free! Just take
this advertisment to Walkers Property Management at
1407 First Street, Cheney or
call 235-8260.

Address:
The Easterner
EWU, Isle Hall 102
Cheney, WA 99004
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Easterner Horoscopes
By Amy Meyer
Gemini May 21 - June 20:
That thing that your friend
is doing that is driving
you crazy? Talk about it. it
may seem difficult at first,
but practice makes perfect.
Besides, your friendship
is important right? Not if
you’re not honest. But yeah,
be tactful.
Cancer June 21 - July 22:
Sleep is important. Instead
of taking your Kindle to bed
with you, take a break for
a couple days. Go to bed
an hour earlier and close
your eyes. Even if you’re not
sleeping, you’re still getting
rest.

Leo July 23 - Aug. 22:
You may be bored with this
whole routine, but it’s a good
practice to finish strong. Attend meetings and classes that
you’re supposed to and earn a
reputation as reliable.
Virgo Aug. 23 - Sept. 22: Don’t
be afraid to expand your
friendships. It may be close to
the end of the year, but it’s not
too late to grab a coffee.
Libra Sept. 23 - Oct. 22:
Ladies, the next time you’re
at a party, avoid guys with
hats or you will end up with
dip (or beer) all over your
favorite sweater. The joke
may be on him, but you
will be miserable. Guys,

next time you’re at a party,
set your drink down before
showing off. Don’t forget
your hat.
Scorpio Oct. 23 - Nov. 21:
You still haven’t started that
final paper? Get on it. Now.
You won’t be sorry, unless
you don’t.
Sagittarius Nov. 22 - Dec.
21: You’ve been putting entirely too much pressure on
yourself lately. Take a walk,
it’ll clear up your head.
Capricorn Dec. 22 - Jan. 19:
The next time you’re at Eagle
Market, get an ice cream bar
for yourself and the person
in line behind you.

Aquarius Jan. 20 - Feb. 18:
The next time you hear music
in the campus mall, go listen.
Take your backpack off and
enjoy it. Dance. Meet someone
new.
Pisces Feb. 19 - March 20:
You know that bully in your
class that you’ve been dying to
confront? Now’s the time. Be
careful: you don’t want to be
a bully yourself. Don’t worry,
others will support you.
Taurus April 20 - May 20: The
weather will be nice again next
week. Remember that skimpy
shirt you wore the last time
it was nice? It was distracting. Save it for a party or the
gym, not the classroom.
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Photo by Laura Ueckert
Jae Park's project of "Adventurous Mushrooms of South Korea" included a felt display of a car and mushrooms as well as a self-published book titled "South Korea."

Design students showcase work
VCD program holds
annual BFA exhibit
By Kate Daniel

staff writer
katedaniel89@gmail.com

For students in the visual communication design
Bachelor of Fine Arts program, ideas—and ways in
which to communicate them—are endless.
Students in the program exhibited their culminating projects in the EWU Gallery of Art at the opening
reception May 24 from 6 to 8 p.m. The exhibit will remain open through June 6 in a show the students have
named “Ad Infinitum,” meaning limitless or infinite.
The eight presenting seniors, Jessica Raby, Amanda
Johnson, Jessy Smith, Tony Kuchar, Kelsey Stonestreet, Angela Barnes, Courtney Hammond and Jae
Park, are exploring new frontiers in design and communication while tackling issues such as body image,
pollution, climate change and more.
“It also has to do with remix: … the idea that this
process is about constantly making something and
taking it back and analyzing and taking it back, … this
creative process”, said Kuchar, one of the presenting
designers.
Kuchar said his piece, named “Twelve Degrees”
will be essentially a “mock scientific exhibit” which
will explore a “projection of the end result of climate
change.”
Johnson said her piece, named “Beg,” will be a visual representation, or infographic, dealing with domestic pet overpopulation. Johnson said the problem
is “all-encompassing” and “multifaceted” and said
her piece will examine the different aspects of the issue individually.
“It’s hard to talk about your work when you’ve
been working on it for a year,” said Raby, another
presenting artist. Raby will be showing 50 interactive photographic portraits of strangers. She said her
work will be dealing with identity, body image and
self-acceptance.
At the opening, visitors were invited to stand in
front of the wall of portraits to have their own photograph taken. The photographs were then uploaded
automatically to Facebook.com/selfportraitEWU.

Hammond is presenting a piece about cochlear implants. The display includes a web site where visitors
may enter information about themselves or people
they know who are considering the procedure. Visitors at the gallery are also invited to listen through
headphones to a presentation, given both in sign language and verbally, on one of two televisions set up
as part of the display.
Smith will be presenting an infographic titled
“Breathe,” examining air pollution caused by vehicles. Smith said her focus will be on air quality in
Washington. She described her project as more of a
campaign.
“There are positive [tickets] for fuel-efficient cars and
negative ones for gas-guzzling vehicles,” Smith said.
She said the tickets include a link to a web site at
which they may learn more about pollution and environmental sustainability.
Barnes will be presenting a brand design named
“Vive Healthy Drive Thru.” The presentation, which
includes a sample menu and package design, focuses
on a healthful, energizing smoothie brand.
A children’s book and felt mushroom display
titled “Adventurous Mushrooms of South Korea”
will be presented by Park. Inside the book jacket,
the author’s note describes its purpose to invite
children to learn more about South Korean facts
and culture.
Stonestreet will be presenting on hardware packaging rebranding, a display called “Honest.” She said
she is designing with “DIYers, hipsters or urbanites”
in mind. She said her inspiration came from shopping
at hardware stores herself and becoming confused or
frustrated with certain aspects of purchasing.
The students, who have been working together
since fall quarter, said the experience has been rewarding and fun.
“I’m curious to see other people’s reactions to my
work, to our work, to all of our work,” Kuchar said.
“A lot of us are working with serious or scary subject
matter and it can be a little bit provocative to people.”
Smith said she is enthused because the exhibit is a
hybrid of design and art, two subjects which she said
people often separate inaccurately.
“You don’t really have to know anything [about
visual communication design] to join in,” Kuchar
said. “We’re trying to communicate accessibly; you
might learn something.”

Photos by Laura Ueckert
Students from the visual communication design program displayed their culminating
products in the EWU Gallery of Art. The exhibition will continue until June 6.

Photo by Laura Ueckert
Presenter Angela Barnes talks with Arthur Dodson while other people look at the works at the exhibition.

Plan on visiting the exhibition?
Tell us on Twitter @EWU_EAGLE_LIFE
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Sunglasses and hats protect from sun
By Haley Lewis

staff writer
haleybug818@msn.com

Many students soaking up the
sun might want to keep in mind a
few tips before they damage their
skin.
Prolonged sun exposure, according Carol Gähl, student health
coordinator and physician’s assistant, causes dark spots, wrinkles,
heat exhaustion, heat stroke, dry
hair, sunburn and, in more serious
cases, cancer.
Ultraviolet rays, or UV rays,
from the sun cause this damage
and Gähl encourages sunscreen
year-round because even in winter there are UV rays. The snow
reflects 80 percent of UV rays from
the sun, according to The Skin Cancer Foundation.
Robin Chavez, former Clinique
skin care consultant, agreed, and
said the sun has a way of finding
people, which is why wearing sunscreen all the time is important.
“The sun penetrates through
windows, especially those of your
car,” said Chavez.
When picking a sunscreen, according to Gähl, look at the sun protection factor, or SPF number. She
said most research recommends an
SPF with a minimum of 30.
Gähl said it is easy to wear sunscreen year-round because SPF 15
can be found in most makeup and
lotions. She said SPF 30 in makeup

is better than SPF 15 because it prevents premature wrinkling and aging of the face.
An ounce of sunscreen should
cover all exposed parts of the body.
“A stick of butter is 4 ounces and
if you cut it into four slices, one of
those would be about an ounce,”
said Gähl. “So it’s a pretty healthy
dose. You are talking two or three
palm fulls to get a full dose.”
Sunscreen needs re-application
every two to four hours. Many sunscreens are waterproof and sweatproof, which is helpful because
they will not melt off, said Gähl.
Sunscreen is also not as effective
as it ages. Gähl suggested buying
smaller quantities and buying new
sunscreen each year.
She said some students forget
about certain areas such as underneath straps, their décolletage, border of their neckline, feet, ankles,
hands or tops of earlobes. Chavez
said lips are often neglected.
“Lips can also burn and become
damaged,” said Chavez.
Chavez said lip balms are available with SPF. The Skin Cancer
Foundation said to look for an SPF
of 15 or higher in lip balm as lips
are very sensitive.
Gähl said to avoid dark colored clothing because they absorb
heat. White or light colors reflect
heat. Clothing that is breathable
and wicks moisture away from the
body is best for the heat.
Students should avoid metal
earrings as Gähl has seen a few
sunburns from them on ears. The
reason is because metal absorbs
heat.
“When low-rise jeans and short
tops were in fashion, I actually saw

Photo by Anna Mills
To defend themselves from the sun, students should wear big, floppy hats and sunglasses

burns from the buckles on people’s
skin as those buckles kind of stick
up [and rub against the skin].”
Handheld straw fans can be a
fashionable look, according to Gähl,
and umbrellas create shade, which
is beneficial because it allows students’ heart rates to go down while
they rest.
“If you can’t stay in the shade,
what’s the next best thing?” said
Gähl. “A big floppy hat.”
It is important to wear sunglasses because UV rays can cause

sunburns on the retinas and can be
prematuring to eyesight loss. It is
very painful, said Gähl.
Gähl said higher levels of melanoma are being found in young
people, as opposed to previous
years, because tanning is more
fashionable. She suggests that
anyone who spends a significant
amount of time in the sun get their
skin checked once a year, and
those who have a family history
of skin cancer to get checked every
six months.

Students who cannot stay away
from the tan look, according to
Gähl, can use creams and lotions
that temporary darken skin. She
said those are pretty safe and look
more natural nowadays. Chavez
suggested wearing plastic gloves to
avoid “unnaturally tan hands.”
Or Gähl said to start a new trend
of having creamy skin.
“If we all stayed out of the sun
we would have that skin we had
when we were 5 or 6 or 2 [years
old],” said Gähl.

Fend off a camping catastrophe
with the proper wilderness tool kit

By Davis Hill

staff reporter
dhill.easterner@gmail.com

Now that it's getting nicer outside and
we're getting nearer to the end of school,
you want to spend more time outside.
You want to walk on rough-cut trails,
smell fresh alpine air and dive into crystalline mountain lakes. You want to go
camping.
This is about as far in
the thought process as
most people get before
they decide to pack up
the car and head into the
wild. But camping isn't as
simple as you think. You
need to decide: should you
bring your smart phone
for entertainment, or your
Hill
Gameboy?
I’m just kidding, of
course. One of the best things about camping is that you get to leave digital technology behind. Out in the wilderness, there
are no calls, no notifications and no funny
cat pictures—just the pure, joyous beauty
of nature. (Seriously though, consider consider bringing your Gameboy. Mountain
lakes get boring pretty quickly).
I’ve been on lots of camping trips. Some
of them have even ended without serious
injury. Follow my tips, and you’re sure to
have a camping experience.
Know how to build a fire.
Here are some general tips for fire
building:
First, you need some kindling. Newspaper, napkins, dried out shrubbery or
plastic wrappers all make good kindling.
Worthless scraps of paper, such as receipts
or pages from any of the “Hunger Games”
novels, also work well.
Second, you need to create a flame.
Light the kindling with a match, lighter
or pair of reading glasses. If, after several
tries, this doesn’t work, consider soaking
the kindling with lighter fluid until it is
virtually unrecognizable.
Third, put on the wood. It’s best to put
all of the firewood on at once so that the
flame is deprived of oxygen. This makes it
last longer.

Do not worry about putting the fire
out. Smokey Bear is actually a clever ploy
designed by the firefighting industry in
order to enable firefighters to continue receiving government subsidies without doing their jobs. Fires extinguish themselves
naturally.
Bring a camp stove.
You couldn’t get the fire to start, could
you? Well, at least you brought your camp
stove. Light it quickly; otherwise, gas will
collect around the stove. By the time you
light it, instead of a little flame under your
nose, you will get a gigantic fireball over
your face.
Camping with a Boy Scout may be less of
a good idea than you think.
Most of the boy scouts I know spent all
the time they were supposed to be learning
first aid and wilderness survival looking at
dirty magazines and stabbing each other
with their pocket knives. Never trust a
scout with anything camping related. If he
offers to start the fire, run.
Know the flora and fauna.
What's the difference between a deadly
rattlesnake and a harmless garter? Can you
eat those mushrooms, or not? Is that nighttime rustling a bear or a squirrel?
When I'm in a pickle, I just remember
the old rhyme, "Red and white, you're not
all right; red and yellow, you're a fine fellow," which tells us which kinds of snakes
we should avoid. Or something.
Dress appropriately.
For camping attire, remember that:
The bigger your boots, the more comfortable your feet will be; the shorter your
hiking shorts, the farther you will be able
to walk; the longer your socks, the fewer
your blisters; the larger and floppier your
hat, the better you are able to resist sunburn. You should wear the biggest boots
with the longest socks with the shortest
shorts and the largest, floppiest hat possible.
I hope I haven’t made you overly worried. Camping is one of the safest and most
wholesome activities you can do. After
just one weekend of sleeping in a tent by
a mountain lake, you’ll feel refreshed and
ready for anything.
Speaking of which, I hope you don’t
mind ticks in your shorts. There’s no way
to avoid that.

What are some items you always
take with you on a camping trip?
Tell us on Twitter
@Easterneronline

Views expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the views of The Easterner.

Issue 28 Corrections

In the article "Cheney offers summer activities for students who stick around" the cost to ride the bull
was listed incorrectly. It costs $50 to ride the bull at the Cheney Rodeo. The prize money is $1,750. For
more information, visit http://www.cheneyrodeo.com/docs/Bullriding.pdf.
The column "Photography Mythbusting" is actually about the myths relating to videography.
The Easterner Sports email was misspelled. The actual email is easterner.sports@gmail.com
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Experience pins, piano one last time
Things to do in before
leaving Cheney

belt it out as loud as they
can. Even if they do a terrible job, the rest of the bar
will most likely give them
an ovation.

By Al Stover

eagle life editor
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Play on the red piano in the
PUB
Inside of the PUB is the
red piano that occasionally
has students playing on it.
Anyone who has been
itching to take a seat and
play, whether it is striking
one of the keys or playing
a full melody, should take
some time and attempt to
play one of their favorite
songs.
However, it is perhaps
best to play when there are
only a few people in the lobby, so as not to disturb anyone trying to do homework.

As the days of spring
quarter come to a close,
many students are preparing to leave campus. Some
students will be leaving for
good because of graduation
or transferring schools.
Although these folks
have spent most of their
college career working toward leaving campus, there
are still some things they
can do on and off campus
before they leave Cheney
behind.
Touch Roos Field
While most students have
attended football games during their time at EWU, they
may have not had the experience of stepping onto the
same red turf where several
football and rugby games
have been played over the
last three years.
Even if it is just a moment, students should step
onto the field. They can play
a game of football with their
friends or just reach down
and touch the red blades of
artificial grass.

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
Students who are about to leave EWU for good can go to Cheney Lanes at Rosa's Pizza to bowl a couple of games.

Visit Turnbull National
Wildlife Refuge
Students who have spent
most of their college careers
staying mostly in Cheney
may have not had time to
venture to the Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge.
The refuge encompasses
over 18,000 acres, according to the refuge’s website,
and students will more than
likely encounter several

types of wildflowers and
water fowl.
Bowl a late game at Cheney
Lanes
Cheney Lanes at Rosa’s
Pizza is open until 2 a.m.,
which means students who
are looking for an alternative to going out to the bars
or restaurants can pick up
a late game of bowling.
On Friday and Saturday

nights, there is 99 cent
bowling from 11 p.m. to 2
a.m.
Players can grab a slice of
pizza and some soda, or play
arcade games while they are
waiting for their friends to
finish a frame.
Sing karaoke at Eagle’s Pub
Students who have been
out to Eagle's Pub on Saturday nights may have had the

experience of hearing their
favorite songs being butchered by patrons.
Those who plan on
spending one last Saturday
night at the pub should gather their courage and sing a
song.
Karaoke may be intimidating, but all someone
needs to do is pick a song,
whether it is by themselves
or with their friends, and

Buy a piece of EWU merchandise
Before students leave
campus, they should stop
by the bookstore and pick
up a souvenir or two for
themselves or their family
that will remind them of
their days at EWU.
If students are looking for
something besides clothes,
there are several items including coffee mugs, beer
glasses and license plate
frames they can take back
home.

Walk on the Wild Side
What will you do before you leave Cheney?
Tell us on Twitter @EWU_Eagle_Life

Photo by Anna Mills
Hannah Schupp helps with face painting at the "A Walk on the Wild Side" event, May 23.
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REGISTER NOW AND

SERVICES:

General Dentistry
Orthodontics
Invisalign
Oral Surgery

Implants
Botox™ Cosmetic
Juvéderm™
Rodan + Fields
Skincare

FINISH FASTER
Register for summer session classes, and
you’ll be on track to graduate sooner.
Smart move.

FREE
Teeth
Whitening

•

or $100 credit

509.359.7799
summersession@ewu.edu

towards services with any
New Patient Exam,
Cleaning & X-ray

Collins Family Dentistry
DrCollinsDDS.com

Cheney
Spokane

235-8451
487-9000

1841 1st St.
15 E. Central
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Product:
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start something big

•
•
•
•

Write two 500-600 word articles per week for print and web publication
Write according to AP Style
Work closely with photographers and videographers
Communicate with the copy desk and make revisions in a timely fashion

•

Photograph a wide variety of social, academic and sporting events on
campus
Communicate and work collaboratively with writers to effectively cover
campus news

•

•
•

•

Experienced with Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign
Create original, eye-catching artwork for print and web publication to draw
readers into articles and improve overall aesthetic of the newspaper
Collaborate with editors, writers and photographers to come up with
visual concepts
Work closely with online editor to create graphics for The Easterner’s website

•
•
•

Shoot video clips to accompany articles on the web
Work collaboratively with writers and editors to cover campus events
Edit video to produce quality video clips for web content

•

•
•

Edit articles submitted by writers according to AP Style
Critique print layout and make final edits on production night

•

Lay out articles and artwork in Adobe InDesign for print each week on
production night
Collaborate with section editors to determine organization of content
on the page
Innovate and contribute design concepts to enhance overall print aesthetic

•
•

Apply today on
EagleAxis
or email

easterner.news@gmail.com
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